We determine all possible subsequences {ndk'::l of the positive integers for which the suitably centered and normalized total gain Snk in nk Petersburg games has an asymptotic distribution as k -00, and identify the corresponding set of limiting distributions. We also solve all the companion problems for lightly, moderately, and heavily trimmed versions of the sum Snk and for the respective sums of extreme values in Snk'
I. INTRODUCTION
A virtually complete and unified theory of the asymptotic distri Lution of sums of order statistics has been recently worked out in the three papers [3, 4, 51 with 121 augmenting and rounding off the study in [3] . (See, however [7] , and also the survey 16].) Although a number of ad hoc examples are scattered in these papers to illustrate various interesting phenomena, we felt that there was a need for a didadic type of a paper that would illustrate all the limit theorems in the above articles on a single, sufficiently complex but still manageable example which, most importantly, is interesting in its own right. Our attention was drawn to the famous Petersburg game by an interesting paper of Martin-Lof 110]. Since the" timehonored" Petersburg paradox, as Feller (18], X. 4) describes it, has been around for 276 years (since the publication of the second edition of Montmort's book in 1713), it is clearly of sufficient interst in itself, and it turns out that it also satisfies the other criteria. The 'paradox' has been originally posed by Nicolaus Bernoulli to Montmort in 1713, and the English translation of the nice account of it by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738 is given by Martin-Lor [10] . For where, and throughout in this paper Log stands for the lugarithm to the base 2, lyJ max{j : j integer, j $ y} is the usual integer part function and we shall neeed [y 1 min{j : j integer, j~y}, y E IR.. (1. 4) for any t E IR. The 
In each of the following three sections we first state all the results of that section, with some discussion when appropriate, and the proofs occupy the remaining part of the section.
FULL AND LIGHTLY TRIMMED SUMS
The first result restricts the choice of meaningful normalizing and centering sequences.
We The theorem shows that using the normalizing sequence {nd and the indicated centering sequence we can achieve all possible limiting types and hence we can restrict attention to these sequences without loss of generality when answering, in particular, the questions posed in the introduction concerning total gains. 
·e
The above results show that the continuum many infinitely divisible types of distributions that partially attract the Petersburg distribution is given by the set {G"l : 1/2' )~I}, where G"l(x) = P{W"l :S x}, x E n, and the essential role of the parameter') is in fact to connect the gaps in the special subsequence {2 k }k=1 of Martin-Lof. We plan to return to this problem by providing a general premium formula that makes successive
Petersburg games asymptoticaly fair in a special subsequent note.
In order to get some additional feeling concerning the limiting distribution function 
as n -00.
Now we turn to the proofs of the first two theorems. Throughout the paper, all the asymptotic relations are understood to take place as k -00 if not specified otherwise.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. According to the results in [3, 2] , the limiting behavior of centered and normalized finitely trimmed sums is by and large determined by the asymptotic behavior of the function
as s, t 1 0, where u /\ v = min(u, t!) and this well-known equality holds for any 0 < s < 1 -t < 1. Presently we need the function q2(s) = q2(s,s), 0 < s < 1/2, for which, substituting (1.5) and (1.6) into (2.13), we obtain by simple calculation that
or, what is the same, e .
q2(S}
Hence the asymptotic equality (2.14) 
non-decreasing function on the whole (0,00) with 'Pn" (0) = 'Pn" (0+) = -00. .
.
n" 2 3 Equating the two limits, we obtain Q = 2 + g, which is impossible. To prove the last equation in (2.8), note that by simple computation,
for each j~1. Since the second term goes to zero almost surely by the law of large numbers as J' -t 00 and the fourth term is almost surely zero for all j large enough, the last line of (2.8) follows upon letting j ---7 00.
Finally, it is trivial that nk(I/2) = 2 k -1 + 1 satisfies (2.4) with 1 = 1/2. Also, if 1/2 < 1 ::; 1, then it is plain that fLognkh)l = k for the sequence T1kh) in (2.9) and hence, in the notation of (2.1),
The theorem is completely proved .
• Proof of (2.11). From the third representation in (2.8) we obtain
which is the same as (2.11) . •
MODERATELY AND HEAVILY TRIMMED SUMS
Let {nk}r=l and {m nk }~l be two subsequences of the positive integers such that e· (3.1) and consider the moderately trimmed sums
The first result is an analogue of Theorem 2.1 in the present setting. We note that when talking about a binary expansion of a number in (0, 1) in the above theorem we always use the convention following (2.1), but we also assume that all the binary digits of zero are zero.
It is interesting to point out the fact that the sequence B(Tlk) in (3.5), for which by does not in general converge under (3.2). In fact, if
then we always have (3.2).
The last result of this section is for heavily trimmed sums
It is a special case of a half-sided version of Theorem 5 in [4] easily stated for an underlying distribution that is concentrated on the positive half line. ( Suppose the casino and the player agree to play n consecutive Petersburg games so that the largest n -l;3n J principal gains will not be payed to the player, where -Log(1 -13) is not an integer. Since we have
wllere (Z, Z2) is
as n -00, the fair premium for the player to pay to the casino for playing this sequence of n games is nJ1(13) if n is large enough. Of course the casino can also determine a different premium formula from part (i) of the theorem to raise unfairly its fair chance 1/2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Presently we need the norming sequence instead of the one in (2.16), for which by (2.14),
• (3.10)
Also, we use ek = en" in the formulation of Theorem 3.2, that is we obtain by (1.6) and (2.14) that for any fixed x E IR, -Js~B(nk) , if x < 0 and 1/1n,,(X)"'" 0~(
, if x > 0 and Jiii n " (1 -2- n" n"
nA;
"(The case {) = 0 can be ruled out again because then the limit would be degenerate.) Thus, using also (3.10), (3.9), (2.15), Theorem 1 in [4] , and the convergence of types theorem, it is now routine to see that there exist a subsequence {n~} C {7,'~'} and constants 0 < a < 00
and c E IR such that all the statements of the theorem hold true.
• Again, before the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need a technical lemma, paralel to Lemma 2.4. The proof of this lemma uses ideas very similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.4
but, of necessity, is lengthier and more complicated. In the int(~rcst of saving space, it is omi tted here. holds, then the statement follows by a direct application of Theorem 1 in [4] on account of (3.13) of Lemma 3.4, using (3.10) .
If (3.3) holds then by Lemma 3.4 we have (3.14). Using the norming factor a~k = nk/Jrn n " instead ofan,,(rnnJ"'" J6nk/Jrnn", the latter obtained from (3.10) and (3.14), the left side of (3.6) converges in distribution to
by Theorem 1 in [4] , where the covariance E Z Z'}. = -y/2/3 is obtained by the fact that presently (3.16)
-e
• which follows by integrating by parts and using formulae (1.6) and (2.15), and hence by (3.14) we obtain -/2f3 in the limit.
Finally, if (3.4) holds then the proof is exactly the same as above, replacing the use of (3.14) by that of (3.15) 
the sums of the largest m nk gains. Following the pattern of the preceding two sections, first we state the following. 
where Pnk is the sequence introduced before Lemma 2.4, and where we use the convention that the symbol J; means ht,y) whenever we integrate with respect to a left-continuous function, just as the convention that 1;v means J(x,yl whenever we integrate with respect to a righ-continuous function has been tacitly used throughout the paper. Using these conventions it is easy to see that and hence, using the special case TIl = 0 of the formula right below (2.25), we see that 
